
STRESS ANALYSIS REPORT

This is a typical pipe stress analysis report here used for a small piping system. with Pipe Stress Analysisâ€• where
changing a design to reduce pipe stresses is.

The second document is pipe support report. Next part of the report is very important. Hope now you will be
able to prepare a complete report of the stress systems what you are performing. If constant effort supports are
selected then the hanger constant effort force is reported. Control valve and PSV weights wherever applicable
have been assumed suitably based on judgement where vendor data is not available. All piping flanges have to
be connected with tank nozzle flanges only after tank hydro testing activity is finished. In next section you can
mention the load cases what you have considered for analysis. Seismic Analysis has been ignored in this stress
analysis. Related posts:. Load Cases: Various load cases are defined to be checked in the analysis but if the
customer needs to check any specific combination of load cased or any operating scenarios, that can be added
to load cases so that the worst case scenario is checked as the basis of the analysis. Each final report starts with
a very nice front page. Next sheet or page should include a brief content of all the major points with page
numbers which are included in the report. Every organization must have their standard format of reporting but
the same changes slightly from project to project depending on client requirement. Operating temperature
from line list is not used in the analysis. The resultant report shows the stress calculation for all load cases
together, on an element-by-element basis. After including the major system lines, you can include the
reference lines with suffix REF Ex. Next you have to include names and numbers of all reference documents
which are used in the analysis. However I personally do not prefer to include it. Broadly the report should
include the following major points: Project Background: the project background can be included in sentences
highlighting major points of the project. Warnings Report. Global Element Forces Forces and moments on the
piping are reported for each node in the model. Sorted Stress Bending, Torsion, and Code Stress each are
sorted from highest to lowest value with corresponding node numbers. Here you should mention all the
considerations and assumptions, if any. Many organizations use this as starting point of introduction part of
the report. The code stresses are compared to the Allowable stress at each node as a percentage. If you are not
using abbreviated terms then this part is not required. It informs the client about responsible persons who are
performing the analysis. For this report, the user selects all load cases of interest, and then highlights Code
Compliance under the Report Options. In the 2nd page normally it is better to include a table with revision
details, name of performer, checker and approver along with signature and report issue date. In some cases it is
necessary to design custom piping supports that can meet the load and displacement requirements resulted
from pipe stress analysis. This report is available from the General computed Results column of the static
Output Processor. Refer marked up stress isometrics for any stress recommendation. A typical method is
shown here. Stress Analysis Reports: After completion of pipe stress analysis two reports are prepared. There
is a separate report generated for each load case selected. In this section you should write in brief the
conclusions which you have reached after the analysis. Code Compliance Report Stress checks for multiple
load cases may be included in a single report using the Code Compliance report, available from the Static
Output processor. However as all load cases will appear in stress summary or restraint summary you can skip
this part here. For the piping systems and equipment supported from structural members, either the structural
system is modeled in the stress model or the stiffness is calculated at the supporting point and is added to the
stress model. Note that stresses are not computed at nodes on rigid elements. This is mostly used when the
stress results are not in the allowable range and the structural flexibility is expected to be noticeable. Twitter0
Proper documentation of the stress calculation performed using Caesar II or any other stress analysis software
is very important as the report or documents are the final deliverable to client. From this page the client will be
able to know whether all relevant points are incorporated and considered in the analysis or not. Wind Analysis
has not been performed as most of the lines are below 10m elevation.


